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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent scholarship in law and history explores the origins and objectives of international human rights law and calls for a reexamination of its goals. Historian Samuel Moyn tracks the emergence of human rights as a neutral utopia that only began to exercise influence as a political agenda in the 1970s. He then calls for a return to the minimalist origins of human rights with an emphasis on catastrophe prevention. Legal scholar Eric Posner similarly rejects the ideological focus of human rights law, which he argues has only minimally improved respect for human rights. He advocates for a pragmatic approach that adopts the empirical lens of development economics. While Moyn and Posner have garnered critique for their unorthodox accounts, their work usefully sheds light on the limitations and possibilities of international human rights law.

International human rights efforts have been overly reliant on reactive tools and focused on treaty compliance, while often underemphasizing the prevention of human rights violations. While the international human rights legal regime was created after World War II in large part to prevent gross human rights abuses, most of the existing institutional mechanisms and procedures are not directly tied to this goal. Efforts are almost exclusively focused on the

---


2 Moyn, The Last Utopia, supra note 1, at 213, 219.

3 Id. at 226.

4 Posner, supra note 1, at 26.

5 Id. at 144–48.

promotion and protection of human rights through standard-setting and treaty compliance monitoring, activities which themselves have been critiqued for their questionable impact on improving human rights outcomes.\(^7\) While promotion and protection of rights is clearly linked to prevention, I argue that the latter goal should be the primary focus.\(^8\)

How do we refocus efforts on the ex ante prevention of international human rights abuses? An underexplored tool in furthering the original goals of international human rights law is the use of big data.\(^9\) Big data refers to “datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze.”\(^10\) Although the main obstacle to preventing human rights abuses continues to be a lack of political will on the part of states, big data can facilitate action when the political will does exist by closing information gaps.\(^11\) While data analytics has transformed many areas of law and policy such as health care, corporate law, consumer contracts, national security, and immigration law, its application to international human rights law is still in its nascent stages and has not been critically examined.\(^12\) This is the first paper

---


\(^9\) Throughout this Article, I use the terms “big data” and “data analytics” interchangeably to refer to new technologies and software tools used to create, aggregate, and analyze large datasets.


to focus on the implications of using big data to predict and even prevent violations—e.g., the use of crowdsourcing, sensing technologies (e.g., satellite data), data exhaust (e.g., cell phone records, postal data), and online data (social media) to map emerging humanitarian crises, predict possible food shortages, prevent the spread of human trafficking, and recognize patterns of gross human rights violations so as to prevent future catastrophes.\textsuperscript{13} While academic literature has largely not discussed the implications of using big data in international human rights law, one notable exception is a recent book chapter that discusses the use of big data in human rights.\textsuperscript{14} My article stands apart from this chapter in several ways—(i) it focuses specifically on the potential of big data to focus international human rights law on prevention; (ii) it emphasizes the important role that corporations will play in this development; (iii) it analyzes the challenges that are specific to the prevention of human rights violations and issues pertaining to the right to privacy and privatization of the human rights regime; and (iv) it draws from a case study of an innovative project conducted by Amnesty International using big data to predict imminent human rights violations and emerging crises.

I argue that data analytics can play an important role in refocusing the international human rights regime on the prevention of human rights abuses, but it comes at a cost. There are risks in advancing a data-driven approach to human rights, including the privileging of certain rights subject to quantitative measurement, an emphasis on the prevention of macro violations at the expense of

\textsuperscript{13} For a detailed discussion of recent big data initiatives in the field of international human rights law, see infra Section 3.

micro violations, and the precipitation of further human rights abuses in the process of preventing other violations. Moreover, the increasing use of big data may ultimately privatize the international human rights regime by transforming the corporation into a primary gatekeeper of rights protection. Such unintended consequences need to be addressed in order to maximize the benefits and minimize the risks of using big data in this field.

This Article proceeds as follows. In Section 2, I review recent scholarship on the origin and purpose of the international human rights legal regime, and argue that we need to refocus international efforts on the ex ante prevention of human rights violations. In Section 3, I analyze the potential of big data to refocus international human rights law on the prevention of abuses and the improvement of development outcomes. In doing so, I review a representative sample of case studies where data analytics have been used to promote international development, prevent human trafficking and slavery, and address human rights risks within global supply chains. I then provide a case study of an innovative project by Amnesty International that uses big data to predict imminent human rights violations and emerging crises. In Section 4, I analyze risks in advancing a data-driven approach to human rights, including the privatization of the international human rights regime as corporations become a primary gatekeeper of rights protection. I also discuss the risks of relying on quantitative data for human rights governance. Finally, in Section 5, I identify the important ethical and social dimensions of big data that would need to be addressed to enhance accountability in human rights protection, protect individual privacy, avoid manipulation, and minimize potential harms to vulnerable populations. I then propose ways in which big data use can be adapted to better serve the international human rights regime.

2. REFOCUSBING INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW ON PREVENTION

International human rights law has been a fertile subject of inquiry in recent scholarship. Scholars have focused on the genealogy of the international human rights system, with historians, advocates, and legal academics debating whether its origins date back to

---

15 See sources cited in supra note 1.
the early nineteenth-century movement to abolish the slave trade, the birth of the United Nations after World War II, or even the late 1970s when international human rights became a political and programmatic agenda. In tracing the history of the movement, scholars have also challenged its success in achieving its mission of improving people’s lives and preventing human rights violations. Bolstering this critique is empirical evidence of the ineffectiveness of human rights treaties in changing state behavior. What appears from the literature is that international human rights law is not reaching its full potential by failing to sufficiently focus on a core aspect: prevention of human rights abuses.

Despite debate over the lineage of human rights, most scholars identify the mid-twentieth century as an important era for the development of the contemporary international human rights legal regime. With the adoption of the United Nations (U.N.) Charter in 1945 and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, the observance of human rights became a legitimate international concern. According to renowned human rights scholar Louis Henkin, the U.N. Charter “ushered in a new international law of human rights.” Following the atrocities committed during the Second World War, the U.N.’s primary goal was to promote international peace and prevent conflict. One of the drafters of the Universal Declaration, René Cassin, reinforced this message in 1968 with the

---

16 See Martinez, supra note 1; Moyn, The Last Utopia, supra note 1; Alston, Does the Past Matter? On the Origins of Human Rights, supra note 1. While Moyn acknowledges that the modern legal regime began post–World War II as a neutral utopia, he contends that international human rights only began to exercise influence as a political ideology in the 1970s. See Moyn, The Last Utopia, supra note 1.
17 See Moyn, The Last Utopia, supra note 1; Posner, supra note 1.
18 See sources cited in supra note 7.
statement: “There is no task more urgent for the safeguarding of human rights than prevention.”

Yet since the mid-twentieth century, the international human rights system has been overlooking its original objective of prevention and has instead been emphasizing the goals of promotion and protection. While these goals are clearly interrelated given the “polycentric nature of the human rights enterprise,” a review of the U.N.’s activities reveals a more direct focus on the latter goals. Efforts are primarily focused on standard-setting, monitoring and promoting treaty compliance, and processing complaints. In addition to the Universal Declaration and the two human rights covenants, the U.N. has adopted more than twenty human rights-related treaties on specific abuses and especially vulnerable populations. Questions of treaty compliance dominate international human rights law and have resulted in its progressive legalization, or even an overlegalization. Given the current emphasis on treaties with a history of under-compliance, scholars critique the “rule naiveté” of human rights law and point to empirical evidence that questions the ability of treaties to improve human rights outcomes.

Recent scholars have called for a refocusing of the international human rights system on prevention as well as a more pragmatic, minimalist approach. Citing the work of Henry Steiner, Moyn cautions the human rights movement to distinguish between two missions: human rights as catastrophe prevention and human rights as
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26 See SHELTON, supra note 6, at 92.

27 See A Short History of Human Rights, supra note 23. The two major human rights treaties are the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which have been ratified by over 130 nations.

28 See Laurence R. Helfer, Overlegalizing Human Rights: International Relations Theory and the Commonwealth Caribbean Backlash Against Human Rights Regimes, 102 COLUM. L. REV. 1832, 1834, 1854 (2002) (defining overlegalization as the state in which “a treaty’s augmented legalization levels require more extensive changes to national laws and practices than was the case when the state first ratified the treaty, generating domestic opposition to compliance or pressure to revise or exit from the treaty”).

29 See POSNER, supra note 1, at 7 (describing rule naiveté as “the view that the good in every country can be reduced to a set of rules that can then be impartially enforced”).
utopian politics. He advocates renouncing utopianism and instead limiting human rights to the goal of “preventing catastrophe through minimalist ethical norms.” In a similar vein, Posner rejects the notion of international human rights law as ideology in favor of seeing human rights as a development project. By borrowing tools from development economics and drawing on empirical testing, human rights law can focus on the actual behavior of individuals and governments.

While human rights promotion and protection through compliance monitoring can in theory incentivize states not to infringe on human rights (e.g., by providing “sticks” such as public criticism and other reputational sanctions in the event of non-compliance), the U.N. system should more directly invest in preventative strategies. According to former U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Bertrand Ramcharan, “Protection has a preventive dimension, a mitigatory dimension, and a . . . compensatory dimension. Up to now the emphasis has been on mitigation and limited remedies. There has been little work on preventative strategies. That must change. Preventive human rights strategies must become the rallying banner of the future.” In fact, current U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has pledged to advance a preventative approach to human rights: “Prevention saves billions of dollars and millions of lives. We will take prevention to a deeper level by incorporating human rights and democracy as integral to prevention. Early warning and early action will also be critical in preventing violent conflict.” There are a limited number of programs and procedures that

30 MOYN, THE LAST UTOPIA, supra note 1, at 226. Moyn views human rights as “utopian” because they evoke the image of a better world and they inspire passions by drawing on the image of a place not yet called into being. See Susan Marks, Four Human Rights Myths 7 (LSE Law, Soc’y and Econ., Working Paper No. 10/2012, 2012), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2150155 [https://perma.cc/NPR4-4AW6]. Moyn further argues that human rights offered the “last utopia,” having displaced alternative utopias such as socialism, nationalism, and communism, which had become “bankrupt political utopias.” Id.

31 Marks, supra note 30, at 8.

32 See POSNER, supra note 1, at 144–48.

33 Id.


are aimed specifically at preventing breaches of human rights. For instance, human rights treaty bodies have developed urgent response procedures to react to situations of concern. In addition, monitoring of state compliance with human rights standards can serve as an early warning system for gross abuses. However, Ramcharan argues that “preventive human rights strategies are few and far between and, even where they exist, their effectiveness is not very high.”

That reality may be changing. In late 2013, the United Nations launched the Human Rights up Front (HRuF) initiative to ensure the U.N. system takes early and effective action to prevent or respond to large-scale human rights violations. In order to realize the goals of this new initiative, it is critical for the international community to invest significantly in a proactive preventive approach. New forms of expertise and technologies (e.g., developing systems of data collection and analysis and preparing indicators of potential gross violations) can help refocus international human rights law on the goal of preventing human rights violations.

3. USING BIG DATA FOR THE PREVENTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES

An underused but potentially powerful technology for predicting and ultimately preventing human rights abuses is big data. Big data is now playing an important role in the global economy, with corporations commonly using data analytics to forecast customer preferences, identify trends, innovate new business models, boost their productivity, minimize risks, and improve decision making.  


36 See RAMCHARAN, PREVENTIVE HUMAN RIGHTS STRATEGIES, supra note 8, at 1–3 (arguing that “[w]here a few preventive human rights arrangements exist today, the need for more effective preventive arrangements is acutely felt”).

37 See Ramcharan, Contemporary Challenges of Human Rights Protection: A Call for Preventive Strategies, supra note 34, at 503–04; see also Smith, supra note 8, at 862–64.

38 RAMCHARAN, PREVENTIVE HUMAN RIGHTS STRATEGIES, supra note 8, at 6.


40 See Manyika et al., supra note 10, and corresponding text.

41 See Manyika et al., supra note 10, at 4–5.
While big data is increasingly being used in various areas of law, its application to international human rights law is relatively new.\textsuperscript{42} Analytic tools can be used to filter large amounts of data to identify signals of potential threats and thereby predict violations such as mass atrocities. Such data includes “data exhaust (e.g., cell phone records), online activity (e.g., social media), sensing technologies (e.g., satellite data), and crowdsourced information.”\textsuperscript{43}

The big data initiatives in the field of international human rights have been limited in scope to a particular geographic region and type of human rights violation, and have been driven largely by ad hoc partnerships between private companies, NGOs, and academics.\textsuperscript{44} Many initiatives have been conducted as short-term pilots rather than large-scale projects.\textsuperscript{45} According to a recent study by the U.N. Foundation, “[t]he current landscape of big data is, overall, less the result of agenda setting by a small group of politically and economically powerful institutions than it is the unplanned aggregate of diverse projects focusing on those aspects of big data analytics that are methodologically and legally tractable.”\textsuperscript{46} In order to evaluate what big data has to offer to the field of international human rights, I provide below a review of representative projects that promote international development, predict the emergence of social conflicts, and prevent the spread of human trafficking and slavery (particularly within global supply chains). I then provide a more detailed case study of a promising project by Amnesty International to use big data to prevent gross human rights abuses. These projects aim to predict and/or prevent human rights violations, and thereby shift the focus of international human rights law away from its current emphasis on promotion and protection.

Many existing and recent big data projects fall within the area of international development. As early as 2009, the United Nations launched an initiative called Global Pulse, which brings together expertise from within and outside the organization to leverage the

\textsuperscript{42} See sources cited in supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{44} Id.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 1.
\textsuperscript{46} Id. at ii.

Global health is an area that has benefitted from recent big data initiatives. For instance, Pulse Lab Kampala is using data analytics to fight disease outbreaks in Uganda.\footnote{Felicia Vacarelu, World Health Day: 5 ‘Big Data for Public Health’ Projects, U.N. GLOBAL PULSE BLOG (Apr. 6, 2016), http://www.unglobalpulse.org/WHD-5-Big-Data-for-Public-Health-Projects [https://perma.cc/3XES-N9K5].} It has developed a tool to analyze data collected centrally by the Ugandan Ministry of Health’s Health Management Information System and produce data visualizations that incorporate information on risk factors such as rainfall data, population density, or population mobility. By tracking the increase of infections in different areas of the country in near real-time, the tool can enable faster and more coordinated responses to new outbreaks. Another innovative project, led by Flowminder (a nonprofit based in Sweden), analyzed the movements of individuals through anonymized mobile phone data to predict the spread of cholera in Haiti following the 2010 earthquake.\footnote{Case Study: Haiti Cholera Outbreak 2010, FLOWMINDER, http://www.flowminder.org/case-studies/haiti-cholera-outbreak-2010 [https://perma.cc/46GN-PU23] (last visited Sept. 14, 2017).} This information enabled relief agencies to mobilize health care resources to vulnerable populations.\footnote{Flowminder has engaged in similar projects since 2010. For one example involving the response to the 2015 earthquake in Nepal, see Case Study: Nepal Earthquake 2015, FLOWMINDER, http://www.flowminder.org/case-studies/nepal-earthquake-2015 [https://perma.cc/HK4C-4FZV] (last visited Sept. 14, 2017).}

Data analytics has also been used to predict and prevent the emergence of social conflicts and human rights abuses. In the wake of the 2007-2008 post-election violence in Kenya, the Nairobi-based nonprofit Ushahidi used crowdsourcing technologies to map reports of conflict, challenge the dominant media narrative, and provide early warning to Kenyans of impending violence.\footnote{Jessica Heinzelman & Carol Waters, Crowdsourcing Crisis Information in Disaster-Affected Haiti, U.S. INST. OF PEACE SPECIAL REPORT 4–5 (Oct. 2010), http://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/jil/vol39/iss1/3} Another
noteworthy project is Syria Tracker, which is a crisis-mapping system that has used crowdsourced text, photo and video reports, and data-mining techniques to form a live map of the Syrian conflict since March 2011. Syria Tracker is able to collate data and illustrate trends in violence, which helps relief teams and citizens address human rights abuses and emerging humanitarian crises. It shows where human rights abuses are happening in Syria, including exactly when and where violence such as murders, rapes, and chemical attacks have taken place, as well as instances where food and water supplies have been tampered with. The crisis map also provides the rest of the world with otherwise non-existent, accurate, and up-to-date information.

In addition to international development, big data is emerging as a potentially useful tool to predict and prevent human trafficking and slavery. For instance, the nonprofit Polaris Project has partnered with Palantir Technologies to harness data analytics to identify patterns in human trafficking. By aggregating data on human trafficking calls, Polaris can track where activity is concentrated, identify nodes in different trafficking networks, and ramp up preventive measures in targeted areas. Because human trafficking is a particularly acute issue within complex global supply chains (which frequently include thousands of suppliers that are often difficult to trace and monitor), data analytics can provide a platform to uncover sensitive situations that pose human rights risks.

In 2012, LexisNexis spearheaded a data-driven approach to proactively monitor supply chains for human rights risks. Its SmartWatch tool scans data for risks (including human rights violations...
and human trafficking) “from approximately 26,000 current and archived news sources, 600 local and global business sources, and adds approximately 375,000 news articles daily.”56 In addition, the NGO Verité and software company Palantir Technologies have recently formed a partnership to flag potential indicators of labor trafficking in supply chains.57 According to the partnership, new software will allow companies to access a data platform that “integrates business supply chain data, public information, and analysis on labor trafficking risks.”58 Thomson Reuters is also launching a similar software platform to combat slavery in global supply chains. Reuters will not only utilize news reports and other public information, but also partner with NGOs and agencies to provide on-the-ground, fully searchable, cross-referenceable, and regularly updated intelligence data.59 Finally, a slavery database compiled by Made in a Free World (in partnership with the Ariba Network, an SAP software company) uses a risk algorithm to identify instances of forced or child labor on the product level.60 Its predictive analytics will help companies identify the probable origin of their goods and the likelihood of human rights risks down to the level of raw material extraction.

3.1. Amnesty International – DataKind Project Analyzing Urgent Action Alerts

An innovative project that demonstrates the potential of using big data to predict human rights abuses is one conducted recently


57 Id.

58 Id.


by Amnesty International. In November 2013, Amnesty partnered with about 30 data scientists from nonprofit DataKind to use mapping and data mining tools to analyze thirty years of human rights data captured by Amnesty’s Urgent Action Network.61 Urgent Action alerts are reports sent to relevant authorities identifying situations in which there is an immediate risk of human rights abuses.62 Examples include a human rights defender who begins receiving anonymous threats but gets no protection from local authorities; a community being forcibly displaced; or someone arbitrarily detained and facing torture. After identifying the “critical” Urgent Actions that had ultimately escalated, the team of volunteers used data mining techniques to uncover patterns that might predict other high-risk situations.

The team, made up of computer scientists, programmers, physicists, statisticians, anthropologists, academics, and data analysts, sorted through 1.4 million lines and over 11,000 files of data that had been sitting in a static database. Using big data tools, the team created a preliminary predictive model to forecast human rights risks and better respond to potential gross human rights violations. According to Samir Goswami, former managing director of Amnesty International USA’s Individuals and Communities at Risk Program, “[d]ata experts can apply available data science to create models that may predict imminent human rights violations and emerging crises.”63

In addition to detecting potential hot spots around the globe, the project supports individuals and communities at risk by dynamically monitoring situations through a public dashboard; encouraging a larger audience to take action on their case; alerting individuals and communities when analysis shows heightened risk; and providing a comprehensive database of all current and past cases.64 With more research and development, the predictive model could be deployed throughout the organization to more effectively respond to

63 Amnesty International USA DataDive 2013 Summary (on file with author).
64 Presentation on Amnesty International USA’s DataDive Project (2013) (on file with author).
situations before they reach crisis points. Yet, as Goswami admitted in a recent interview, more research needs to be done on how to ethically run this system by preserving the confidentiality and sensitivity of the data and acquiring consent for the use of data mining.

4. RISKS IN ADVANCING A DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH

While big data offers great potential to refocus the international human rights regime towards prevention, there are risks in advancing a data-driven approach to human rights. Aside from the resources and expertise necessary to carry out big data projects, a data-driven approach may only be appropriate to prevent particular human rights violations and may itself bring about additional violations of other human rights, such as the right to privacy. Finally, and perhaps most notably, an increased reliance on data analysis can ultimately privatize the international human rights regime by increasing the extent to which the global community relies on corporations, rather than states, for rights protection—thereby transforming the corporation into a primary gatekeeper of rights protection. Advocates should heed such risks when determining whether to mainstream a data-driven approach to human rights.

A first risk is that the use of big data may precipitate further human rights abuses in the process of preventing other violations. The collection and use of certain data may itself constitute a violation of human rights, particularly the rights to privacy and informed consent. Individuals may not have given consent for the collection of certain data or its use in particular contexts. This is particularly the

65 See Mohana Ravindranath, Amnesty International USA Considers Using Big Data to Predict Human Rights Violations, WASH. POST (Nov. 22, 2013). My recent interview with Samir Goswami confirmed that the project did not move forward because of limited resources, a change in leadership, and a shift in priorities at Amnesty. Telephone Interview with Samir Goswami, Former Managing Director, Amnesty International USA’s Individuals and Communities at Risk Program (Dec. 13, 2016).

66 Telephone Interview with Samir Goswami, Former Managing Director, Amnesty International USA’s Individuals and Communities at Risk Program (Dec. 13, 2016).

case because they may not be truly aware of what data they are sharing, the organizations that have access to the data, and the uses to which the data will be put. There may be other circumstances when individuals have unwittingly given their consent to the collection and use of web-generated data by simply ticking a box without realizing it or without reading the fine print. Furthermore, even where informed consent is given, it may be difficult or impossible for individuals to revoke consent at a later date, as there may be no clear channel through which to revoke consent, or it may be too late in the sense that the data can no longer be erased or removed. Related to these concerns, there is a real risk that violations of privacy rights will go unnoticed and undetected. With the ubiquity of technology and the endless streams of data being produced by individuals in nearly all aspects of everyday life, the risk of data being collected and used improperly without the individual’s knowledge rises exponentially.

Furthermore, there may be difficulties in anonymizing data, as scientists are increasingly able to “deanonymize” individuals hidden in seemingly anonymous data. There are also concerns that states may utilize data from the private sector to engage in electronic surveillance through the guise of protecting human rights. While some may argue that such violations are a necessary trade-off in exchange for the prevention of gross human rights abuses such as slavery or human trafficking, a balance must be struck. The principle of proportionality applies aptly in this context, whereby “the use of data should be necessary and in proportion to the benefit of its

---


69 Empirical scholarship on mandated disclosure reveals that consumers frequently do not read disclosures, or at best skim them. See, e.g., Ian Ayres & Alan Schwartz, The No-Reading Problem in Consumer Contract Law, 66 STAN. L. REV. 545, 547 (2014). For instance, one study found that only one or two out of every thousand retail software shoppers actually read end-user license agreements (“the fine print”) online. See Yannis Bakos, Florencia Marotta-Wurgler & David R. Trossen, Does Anyone Read the Fine Print? Consumer Attention to Standard-Form Contracts, 43 J. LEG. STUD. 1, 1 (2014).

70 See Paul Ohm, Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure of Anonymization, 57 UCLA L. REV. 1701 (2010).

use.” The amount and detail of data collected and used should be as minimal as is reasonably necessary to achieve the aim of preventing human rights abuses. It is a “no more, no less” mentality.

Another difficulty in the big data context is the arguably speculative nature of the benefits of data analytics. It cannot be said with complete certainty whether the collection of data and use of data analytics will necessarily prevent any particular human rights risk from materializing, or that such prevention has occurred. The most that can be said is that a trend or signal has been identified that suggests a potential human rights violation may occur in the future, with the likelihood of such occurrence falling within a range of probabilities. Accordingly, when evaluating the benefits of big data vis-à-vis its potential to precipitate an abuse of privacy rights, the proper balance to be struck is far from clear. Beyond this, there also remains the question of who ought to determine the proper balance to be struck—a question which does not lend itself to a simple answer. Depending on the decision maker, the importance placed on expanding and privileging data analytics while also protecting privacy rights will vary considerably.

An additional risk of using big data to prevent human rights violations is that this method may privilege certain rights subject to quantitative measurement and fail to incorporate the necessary contextual information for data interpretation. For instance, data-driven human rights projects have focused on the prevention of macro violations (i.e., large-scale human rights abuses affecting many individuals, such as humanitarian crises), perhaps at the expense of micro violations (i.e., individualized human rights abuses occurring on a smaller scale). Big data aggregation will tend to capture those human rights violations that take place on a major scale, affecting a great number of people and occurring over a period of time. This is because these features lend themselves to trend analysis and pattern identification. By contrast, a data-driven approach to international human rights law will not be useful for those areas where there is little (or no) data generated for collection or where there is insufficient opportunity to identify trends over time. For

---

example, sporadic accounts of unconnected instances of discrimination are not amenable to preventing similar abuses in the future through a data-driven approach. Big data may not live up to its promise in these latter contexts. Furthermore, basing policy decisions on partial datasets with unknown biases can be misleading.\(^{73}\)

Relatedly, a data-driven approach to international human rights law may fall short of its promise simply because it identifies potential abuses too late. Although the focus is on ex ante prevention, data-driven approaches harnessing big data require large streams of data generated over time that collectively point to an emerging rights violation. By the time such data is collected, aggregated, and interpreted, the breach may already have occurred. If there is an absence of signals providing sufficient lead time to anticipate and mitigate the relevant human rights risks, the data-driven approach will prove ineffective.

Finally, a major risk in adopting a data-driven approach to human rights is that it increases the extent to which the global community is reliant on the cooperation of corporations in preventing human rights abuses. Corporations accumulate a wealth of data in their operations that customarily stays in the private domain. This is because these datasets can be a veritable goldmine in the hands of those skilled in data-mining techniques. Corporations that jealously guard the datasets in their possession may thereby derive a competitive advantage over others, and thus there is little incentive to share or release the data into the public sphere. Yet, large companies are “leading the way in data donations, opening new insights into public policy and the development of the emerging field of ‘Data for Good.’”\(^{74}\) Big data projects that rely on such data as cell phone logs, online content, and satellite images would not be possible without the participation of companies who voluntarily share the data for the public good—thus engaging in “data philanthropy.”\(^{75}\)

\(^{73}\) Megan Price & Patrick Ball, Big Data, Selection Bias, and the Statistical Patterns of Mortality in Conflict, 34 SAIS REV. OF INT’L AFF. 9, 10 (2014).


Some may argue that companies should take on this role given their substantial economic and political power. According to political theories of corporate social responsibility, corporations have an inherent responsibility to society as “corporate citizens” given their power and position. Yet there is concern over the fact that companies, as private actors, are by definition not accountable to the public in the same way public actors are, nor are they subject to the same regulations as are public actors. In addition, the actions and decisions of corporations may lack the transparency and openness expected of public actors. Unless there are standards that mandate how companies must address the privacy concerns of individuals and limit where their data may be used, there is a risk that corporate interests may dictate who has access to data and how the data is interpreted.

The power imbalance between corporations and data subjects highlights the broader relationship between data analytics and power as well as the risks of relying on quantitative data for human rights governance. The use of big data in the international human rights field is part of an increasing focus on quantification in global governance. This emphasis on statistical data can reify power inequalities, lead to a concentration of decision-making power in the hands of technical experts, and risk distorting or obscuring the phenomena they are meant to take account of. Numbers are political resources that serve as a “technology of distance,” whose authority comes from “their capacity to create and overcome distance, both

---


78 See Margaret L. Satterthwaite, Rights-Based Humanitarian Indicators in Post-Earthquake Haiti, in GOVERNANCE BY INDICATORS, supra note 77, at 365, 391; David Nelken, Conclusion: Contesting Global Indicators, in THE QUIET POWER OF INDICATORS, supra note 77, at 317, 318–19.

physical and social. “80 They abstract away the individual and the local while also creating a universal language that transcends distance.81 In this way, objectivity through numbers and statistics becomes a proxy for truth and fairness, and it is privileged over local contextual knowledge. Quantitative measurement creates “a promise of control” through the administration of everyday life—for instance, it reassures citizens “against the uncertainties of poverty, crime, unemployment, and more recently environmental and technological risk.”82 Yet, in reality, statistical data is not neutral but serves as a technology of power that constitutes populations and makes individuals calculable and therefore governable—both by others and themselves. The knowledge produced through big data projects “is always partial and reflects the geographical and social contexts of the people producing those knowledges.”83 In other words, it matters who is deciding what is counted as data (and what is not), how it is interpreted, what measurements and indicators are used, and the purposes to which such data is put.84 When we lose sight of this, we risk relying on a data-driven approach that exacerbates power imbalances, creates the potential for misinterpretation or manipulation, and fails to protect vulnerable populations.

5. TOWARDS A MORE RESPONSIBLE AND ETHICAL USE OF BIG DATA

In order to mitigate the risks associated with a data-driven approach to human rights, we need to begin a conversation on how to more responsibly, ethically, and legally use big data in the international human rights field. The following proposals attempt to enhance accountability in human rights protection, protect individual privacy, avoid manipulation, and minimize potential harms to vulnerable populations. Incentivizing companies to responsibly share
metadata with human rights advocates will also be critical in order to transition from small-scale, short-term pilot projects to large-scale, long-term projects.

First, more attention needs to be paid to the privacy concerns associated with using big data. There is currently no comprehensive set of regulations or guidelines that aim to protect the right to privacy when using data analytics in the human rights field. The United Nations is beginning to move in this direction, having recently appointed a Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy with a mandate to focus on protecting this right in the digital age. 85 While the Special Rapporteur is concerned primarily with promoting the right to privacy, the U.N. should also consider developing an international instrument that outlines the opt-out conditions that companies need to provide and the privacy standards that companies need to follow when sharing their data for the public good. 86 Such guidelines would ensure that data handlers (e.g., NGOs, aid agencies, academics, and states) do not abuse or re-use the data for unintended purposes and would set a common standard for states to follow when adopting their own domestic guidelines in this area. 87 States,


for instance, should provide those whose right to privacy has been violated with access to effective remedies in line with international human rights obligations. 88 States should also develop “use limitations,” whereby the collection of data for one legitimate aim cannot be used for another. 89 The absence of such restrictions has resulted in the sharing of private-sector metadata between law enforcement agencies, intelligence bodies, and other state organs for purposes beyond those for which it was collected. Therefore, data privacy standards should include not only protection against re-identification, but also protection against unwanted uses of data. 90 Finally, states should harmonize laws on the sharing of metadata with common identifiers across national borders, which would enable the prevention of transnational public health emergencies and other humanitarian crises. 91

On the part of companies, the U.N. Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights already outline their responsibility to prevent and address adverse effects on human rights linked to business activity. 92 This responsibility is particularly relevant for companies in the communications and information technology sector that provide metadata or supply the technology and equipment that make digital communications possible. In line with the U.N. Guiding

---

88 The international human rights standards that relate to personal data include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.

89 See U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, supra note 68, at ¶ 27.


Principles, such companies should conduct human rights due diligence to “assess whether and how their terms of service, or their policies for gathering and sharing customer data, may result in an adverse impact on the human rights of their users.”\textsuperscript{93} Meaningful consultation with affected stakeholders would ensure transparency to potentially affected individuals and communities about how their data is being gathered, stored, used, and potentially shared with others.\textsuperscript{94} Consultation should be conducted with a view to enabling potential data subjects to make informed decisions about the collection and use of data pertaining to them. Furthermore, business enterprises faced with government demands for access to data should comply with international human rights standards, which may mean “seeking clarification from a Government with regard to the scope and legal foundation for the demand” and “communicating transparently with users about risks and compliance with government demands.”\textsuperscript{95} The same is clearly true with regard to demands for data from aid agencies, NGOs, and academics. Business enterprises should construe all demands for access to data narrowly—oversharing should be discouraged—and corporations should have a clear understanding of the uses to which the information they supply is being put, lest they be complicit in committing human rights abuses arising from the use of the information.

In order to maximize the benefits associated with using big data for the prevention of human rights abuses, we also need to bridge the translation gap between data scientists and human rights experts. The challenge is to foster collaboration between disciplines, particularly between human rights advocates and computer scientists, statisticians, and technical specialists in such fields as health, economics, and education.\textsuperscript{96} Aside from acquiring data analysis or statistical expertise themselves, human rights practitioners should at least become data literate and participate in professional conferences in the science and technology fields that address digital privacy and human rights.\textsuperscript{97} Correspondingly, data scientists and other technical experts should seek to better understand the ways in

\textsuperscript{93} U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights, \textit{supra} note 68, at 15. \\
\textsuperscript{94} \textit{Id.} \\
\textsuperscript{95} \textit{Id.} \\
\textsuperscript{96} See Vaitla, \textit{supra} note 43, at 2. \\
\textsuperscript{97} An innovative organization that is attempting to link the science and human rights communities is the Science and Human Rights Coalition of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. See \url{http://www.aaas.org/program/science-human-rights-coalition}[https://perma.cc/W44Y-UJCU].
which international human rights may bear upon data analytics, as well as the broader relationship between big data and human rights. Without mutual understanding and appreciation for each other’s domain of expertise, human rights experts and data scientists will only succeed in talking past one another.98

Advocates should also ensure that contextual information is incorporated to best interpret the data, which may be fraught with concerns over representativeness due to sampling selection bias.99 Big data analysis offers insights about correlation, but not causation or objectivity.100 By using qualitative, participatory methods (e.g., interviews, focus groups, or direct interpretation of the data itself by stakeholders including the community), agencies and NGOs can facilitate a better understanding of the data that takes into account local variation and cultural context.101 Cultural practices with regard to data vary widely, as “[d]ifferent populations use services in different ways, and have different norms about how they communicate publicly about their lives.”102 Big data sources should thus be triangulated with other data sources including ethnographic information.103

Finally, in an effort to broaden the scope of big data projects in the human rights field, we need to incentivize companies to engage in “data philanthropy” whereby corporations will voluntarily share data for the public good (e.g., to prevent human rights abuses), rather than keep the data “locked up” as proprietary information. As the Director of U.N. Global Pulse asserted, “data philanthropy has
to become a private sector priority."\textsuperscript{104} Corporate data philanthropy can be facilitated through several possible frameworks—e.g., “[a] data commons where some kinds of data are shared publicly after adequate anonymization and aggregation; and an alerting network where more sensitive data that can never be shared publicly is nevertheless analyzed by companies behind their firewalls for specific smoke signals.”\textsuperscript{105} Promoting corporate data philanthropy may further require the establishment of strategies and standards that encourage the compatibility of different datasets collected across various platforms.

Yet there are several reasons why companies may be reluctant to share data about their clients and users, as well as their operations. Existing obstacles include “legal or reputational considerations, a need to protect their competitiveness, a culture of secrecy, . . . the absence of the right incentive and information structures[, and] . . . institutional and technical challenges—when data is stored in places and ways that make it difficult to be accessed, transferred, etc.”\textsuperscript{106} It may also be the case that companies do not fully appreciate the extent to which the data in their possession may be a valuable resource for preventing human rights abuses. That is, companies may not be fully aware of big data’s potential to transform lives by uncovering trends and patterns that assist in protecting human rights and generating positive social outcomes. To overcome this obstacle, education can play a key role. Efforts should be directed at helping companies to understand and appreciate the potential for big data to make a difference on the ground in the field of human rights. By focusing efforts on education, we may discover that there is a groundswell of well-meaning companies that are, in principle, open to making efforts to prevent human rights abuses, but that were simply unaware that they had been sitting on a valuable source of information all along.

Beyond the \textit{external} benefits generated by data philanthropy, companies may fail to fully appreciate the \textit{internal} benefits enjoyed


\textsuperscript{106} U.N. Global Pulse, \textit{Big Data for Development: Challenges & Opportunities}, \textit{supra} note 48, at 25.
by the company itself. For example, in “The Competitive Advantage of Corporate Philanthropy,” Michael Porter and Mark Kramer discuss the concept of “strategic philanthropy” — the idea that philanthropic efforts can be deployed to generate sustainable competitive advantages for the company, not just the public good.107 Certain types of corporate philanthropy can, the authors argue, lead to better bottom-line results by significantly improving the competitive business environment within which the company operates. Data philanthropy may be precisely the sort of corporate philanthropy that delivers these competitive advantages, as a company that minimizes the risk of human rights abuses occurring in its business environment is arguably better positioned to generate profit than one that does not. To the extent that the prevention of human rights abuses mitigates the risk of external shocks to the company’s business operating environment, data philanthropy is in the company’s, and the public’s, best interests. Additionally, being seen as a leader in data philanthropy may help a company attract and retain high-performing employees who place a premium on their employer’s social and CSR policies. This same “corporate halo effect” applies equally to consumer purchasing decisions, which may be shaped by a company’s ethical behavior. Finally, engaging in data philanthropy may result in lasting partnerships between the company and NGOs, other corporations, academics, community groups, and others. Such partnerships may deliver real returns to the company in the form of increased expertise, community support, heightened credibility, enhanced creativity, new business models, and other benefits. Again, education can play an integral role in transforming reluctant companies into data philanthropists by making these benefits better understood.

Despite the understandable concerns among companies regarding data philanthropy, companies are increasingly engaging in this activity. Most of the projects discussed in Section 3 would not have been possible but for corporate donations of data. Furthermore, one may argue that corporations have an ethical duty to share data that can prevent human rights abuses. Going one step further, their refusal to share such data may constitute a failure of their responsibility to respect human rights under the U.N. Guiding Principles.108 Moreover, there is a debate over whether such data belongs to the

107 Michael E. Porter & Mark R. Kramer, The Competitive Advantage of Corporate Philanthropy, 80 HARV. BUS. REV. 56, 57 (2002); see also Stempeck, supra note 75.
corporation in the first place, or whether it simply possesses the data while the user owns the data.

We therefore need to cultivate a norm of data philanthropy among companies and design incentives (economic, regulatory, etc.) to encourage this practice. State governments could mandate corporate data philanthropy in certain contexts by requiring corporations to make available data that could prevent gross human rights abuses or humanitarian crises (of course, assuming that privacy standards are complied with). In such circumstances, corporations should take active steps to increase the amount and detail of the data they collect, and to seek ways of making the data they collect more amenable to preventing human rights abuses. Another possibility is for aid agencies such as the World Bank to make data philanthropy a requirement for companies to bid successfully on development contracts. A further incentive may come in the form of grassroots consumer activism that places pressure on corporations to engage in data philanthropy. Such activism may reward companies that are perceived as data philanthropists and may punish those that keep their data “locked up.” Yet, in promoting and incentivizing data philanthropy, it is important to protect the privacy of the individual emitters of the data and balance those concerns against the benefits of using the data for the public good. States and international agencies should develop specific criteria for evaluating the benefits and risks to determine how and in which specific circumstances data should be shared, in order to decrease the risks of inappropriate use of the data.109

6. CONCLUSION

This Article is intended to explore how data analytics can be used to focus international human rights law on preventing widespread violations. Future research is needed in order to maximize

the benefits and minimize the risks of adopting a data-driven approach to human rights. For instance, what are the implications for a data-driven approach to human rights in developed countries versus developing countries (e.g., will the proposed approach be more effective in one context than the other)? What are the specific technological and legal issues with respect to data compatibility and accessibility that need to be resolved? What legal remedies can be invoked in the event of a human rights breach in the context of big data collection? What role can international aid agencies play in a data-driven approach? Moving forward, we should focus our efforts on mitigating risks, avoiding misinterpretations, protecting individual privacy, and establishing mechanisms of accountability. Big data should supplement, but not replace, existing tools and approaches to human rights and needs to be analyzed in the context of other data sources such as field-based research. An approach that encompasses both quantitative and qualitative tools is therefore necessary.110 While data analysis has its limitations and biases, there is certainly tremendous potential to refocus the international human rights regime on its original goal of preventing human rights abuses.

110 Nouvet & Mégret, supra note 14.